NEW COLLECTION 2020 / 2021
PRESS PACK

WHAT IS COVERLAM?
COVERLAM is an innovative product made from natural raw materials with exceptional mechanical and aesthetic properties that surpass those of any conventional tiling material.
COVERLAM is the result of years of research and development. Thanks to the introduction of lamination pressing technology, it is now possible to produce a 1200x3600 Mm,
1620X3240 MM, 1000x3000 Mm, 1200x2600 Mm porcelain tile which may be as little as 3.5mm thick, while still maintaining the mechanical and aesthetic properties characteristic of
porcelain tile. This broadens the scope of porcelain, offering great potential for innovation in the fields of construction and interior design.

MINIMAL THICKNESS

LARGE FORMAT
1000x3000

5,6mm

1200x2600

10,5mm
1200x1200

600x1200

12mm

ANKARA

5,6MM
1200x2600MM / 1200x1200MM / 600x1200MM

Inspired by a typical marble from Asia Minor, Coverlam presents the Ankara series.
In bronze tones, the surfaces
of the pieces create delicate
patterns with a liquid, sinuous
look. This supremely attractive
aesthetic lends a sense of
movement to the walls in the
rooms where it is used.
In 5.6 mm thickness and
1200x2600,
1200x1200
and 1200x600mm formats,
Coverlam Akara is the ideal
series to create spaces that
redefine the meaning of
distinction and luxury.

PORCELAIN TILES / FULL BODY

CORINTO

3,5MM

5,6MM
1200x2600MM / 1200x1200MM / 600x1200MM

1000x3000MM

PORCELAIN TILES / FULL BODY

Drawing its inspiration from
Apuano marble, a Calacatta
marble with a characteristic
veining, this material is full of
personality.
Coverlam’s Corinto series is
notable for its three-dimensional
feel, a far cry from flat, simplistic
surfaces. Crossing the pure
white base, the abundant veining
reveals tonal changes, ranging
from bluish greys to rusty reddish
shades.
The 5.6mm-thick Corinto series
is
available
in
1200x1200
and 1200x600mm formats. It
also features the even more
spectacular Corinto Infinity. This
is a sequence of four pieces
in 1200x2600mm format, with
continuous veining running across
the four forming a 4800x1200mm
tapestry that will be the sole focus
of attention in a room.

FOSTER

5,6MM
1200x2600MM / 1200x1200MM / 600x1200MM

PORCELAIN TILES / FULL BODY

1200X2600MM / 1200X1200MM / 600X1200MM
Reinventing concrete has been the premise for the creation of Coverlam’s Foster series. With subtle white details that recreate the effect of the salts during the setting process, this material
faithfully reflects the cement that gave rise to it. The series is available in natural and polished finish; the latter provides radiance while featuring a subtle bas-relief that gives the pieces their
personality.
Coverlam Foster ultra-thin
porcelain slabs are available
in 5.6 mm thickness and
1200x2600, 1200x1200 and
1200x600 mm formats.
The colour palette ranges
from white to graphite
through an intermediate
grey tone; all of these
distinctly
cold
colours
bring light and a sense of
well-being to spaces where
they are used.

BLANCO

GRIS

GRAFITO

IMPERIAL

5,6MM
1200x2600MM / 1200x1200MM / 600x1200MM

PORCELAIN TILES / FULL BODY

New marbles arise out of experimentation with materials; thus emerges the Coverlam Imperial series.
A novel aesthetic for marbled surfaces, with an amber onyx on a larger scale that emphasizes its contrasting veining.
The visually-rich 5.6mm-thick Imperial series is available in 1200x1200 and 1200x600mm formats. It is also available in the Imperial Infinity version in 1200x2600mm, as a sequence of four
porcelain slabs, which generate a continuous movement evoking mineral references to geodes and agates.

SAINT DENIS

5,6MM
1200x2600MM / 1200x1200MM / 600x1200MM

PORCELAIN TILES / FULL BODY

A design with a sophisticated
touch, the Sant Denis series by
Coverlam is filled with beauty. It
responds to the growing demand
for natural materials that have
character and personality, but
combined with a tonal continuity
that allows it to be used on large
surfaces.
The most spectacular version
of this marble is green in colour
with a polished finish, conveying
exclusivity and distinctiveness.
The grey colour with a natural
finish can be used to achieve
more neutral flooring but with the
same intensity and strength as
the original.
The 5.6mm porcelain slabs in
1200x2600,
1200x1200
and
1200x600mm
formats
lend
distinction and character to
interior
spaces,
combining
attractively with golden tones and
fine woods.

VERDE PULIDO

GRIS NATURAL

TIVOLI

5,6MM
1200x2600MM / 1200x1200MM / 600x1200MM

PORCELAIN TILES / FULL BODY

Coverlam’s Tivoli series adds to the range of ultra-thin porcelain inspired by semiprecious stones. It draws its design from agate, a stone that has been highly valued since ancient times for its
beauty and strength. This series seeks to evoke a classic style, but suited to current trends and uses.
It is available in two colours:
white
and
amber.
Its
directional veining and variety
of chromatic motifs help
ensure each piece resembles
a mineral or precious stone.
In polished finish and 5.6 mm
thick, the variety of different
sizes—1200x2600, 1200x600
and1200x1200mm—enable
the creation of multiple
compositions
and
its
combined use for both floors
and walls.

BLANCO

AMBAR

NERO ARDI

12MM / 10,5MM
1620x3240MM / 1000x3000MM

PORCELAIN TILES / FULL BODY

Added to the well-known Coverlam Top series Nero Ardi in natural finish—till now available in 10.5 mm and 1000x3000mm format—is the new large format of 1620x3240mm and 12mm thick; the
addition opens up new possibilities for this successful series.
Nero Ardi is a compact, fine-grained marble characterized by its deep black colour and calcite veins in ochre and golden tones. This series allows the creation of modern rooms with a unique
personality, where the product commands the space it’s in.

PORFIDO

5,6MM / 10,5MM
1200x1200MM / 600x1200MM / 1000x3000MM

PORCELAIN TILES / FULL BODY

Pórfido, the new Coverlam series inspired by the large magmatic rock known as porphyry, is notable for the small details of quartz crystals incorporated into its base colour. The graphic richness
of these pieces is ideal for spaces filled with natural touches and charged with energy.
It comes in1000x3000mm
format and four natural
colours—sand,
taupe,
graphite and brown—with
a thickness of 10.5 mm
specifically
for
kitchen
countertops.
In
addition,
in
order
to create spaces with
aesthetic continuity, the
series is available in 5.6
mm-thick porcelain and
formats of 1200x1200 and
1200x600mm.

SAND

TAUPE

BROWN

GRAPHITE

VIELLA

10,5MM
1000x3000MM

PORCELAIN TILES / FULL BODY

Spanish Azul Aran granite is an
exclusive stone which is unique
in the world, due to the vividness
of its greyish-blue hues and the
contrasting hints of white.
Thanks to the Coverlam Top
Viella series, the aesthetics of this
stone can now be seen in kitchen
countertops.
Its robust character stands in
contrast to the softly textured
relief, producing a soothing,
distinguished material.
In 1000x3000mm format and
10.5mm thick, this product will
endow the kitchens where it is
used with a natural look and the
essence of the mountain itself.
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